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Student Council 
2 June 2014 

 

 

Motion: ‘How about you talk to us?’ Challenging Student Rights’ 

Approach – Towards an Open Dialogue around Islamophobia and 

Extremism 
 

Background: 

 

1. This motion is about an organisation called ‘Student Rights’ which claims to 

support ‘freedom from extremism’ (1) on UK university campuses. Their 

website hosts articles which mostly criticise speakers it sees as ‘extremists’ 

who have been invited by Islamic societies.  

2. However, Student Rights have written public articles about student societies 

and individuals in an unconstructive, sensationalised, subjective and 

unproductive manner. See example.  

3. In November 2013, Student Rights wrote an article about Brisoc regarding a 

speaker they had invited without actually advising the society directly. Instead 

they contacted the Students’ Union and the University. The situation, which 

ensued, had a negative psychological impact on the student organisers, 

something that could have been avoided by including them in the 

conversation from the beginning.  

4. UBU has a duty of care toward their students and therefore should condemn 

such unproductive methods as well as be cautious of how they engage with 

Student Rights given that they have not demonstrated that they have 

students’ interests at heart. And as demonstrated by the incident in 

November their approach tends to bypass students themselves, so for 

example rather than communicating directly with islamic societies they will 

write articles about them and call on Students’ Unions or Universities to act 

which causes tension, miscommunication and misunderstanding.  

5. Due to these activities of groups like Student Rights, some Muslim students 

are often left feeling that university and union staff and even fellow students 

are insufficiently supportive of their rights on campus. This is detrimental to 

their university experience as individuals and to universities as a whole in 

terms of equal political participation, good campus relations and cohesion in 

the student body.  

6. An example of further negative effects their work has had: The Institute of 

Race Relations has noted with concern that Student Rights’ work and 

reporting has been used by far-right groups to target a Muslim-student event, 

which led to reported threats of violence and the event subsequently having 

to be cancelled by the university. (2,3,4) 

http://www.studentrights.org.uk/article/2199/zahir_mahmood_speaks_at_fosis_agm
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7. UBU believes that Student Rights’ approach fuels Islamophobia (which is the 

hatred, prejudice against or fear of Muslims or of ethnic groups perceived to 

be Muslims) by disproportionately targeting Muslim societies. 

8. This demonstrates that people see student rights as an authority on matters 

of Islam and extremism. We are critical of universities and students’ unions 

that unquestionably take SR’s views as an infallible authority on extremism 

and Islamic societies activities given that they themselves do not engage 

societies in conversations around what constitutes extremism. 

9. It is therefore believed that a dialogue between students and staff, which is 

based on the assumption that students are well intended, is a more 

productive and positive way of combating extremism, which is a mutual goal 

for all parties.  

 

Purpose: 

 

1. We want to achieve an open dialogue between students, the Union, 

University on what constitutes extremism and to recognise that these 

conversations are loaded and have to be approached by taking the welfare of 

all parties into consideration. 

2. UBU believes that claims Student Rights makes to the press have often been 

sensationalist and misleading, designed to grab alarmist headlines about so-

called ‘extremism’ on campus, we hope that through raising awareness of this 

through this motion, UBU and UoB in future won’t be quick to rise to this 

sensationalism and seek out the students opinions and assume the best 

intention from the beginning. 

3. To have a clear processes and channels of communication in place which 

protects the welfare of ALL students (organisers and not) and for this to be 

achieved in the form of e.g. a clear external speaker policy as well as well-

trained staff and officers who are comfortable in dealing with these issues.  

 

Action: 

 

1. UBU officers will write an open letter addressed to Student Rights 

criticising their sensationalism, divisive and counter-productive activities and 

disproportionate preoccupation with Muslim students and call on them to 

drastically change their approach.  

2. UBU will support the student counter-campaign ‘Real Student Rights’ 

and circulate the RSR petition so that students can support it if they wish. 

3. The UBU officers will write to the university management and 

director of communication and marketing, making explicit students’ concerns 

about the effect Student Rights’ activities have on students’ welfare, campus 

cohesion and freedom of speech on campus and asking the University and the 
University press office to inform UBU of any attempts by Student Rights to 

lobby them regarding any student groups’ activities.  

http://www.change.org/en-GB/petitions/student-rights-stop-the-witch-hunt-of-muslim-students-palestine-activists
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4. The UBU officers will have productive evidence-based dialogue with the 

societies in question and the University in the case that Student Rights 

contact either the University or UBU about one of their societies. The 

dialogue should also cover what is being defined as ‘extremism’ and what 

sources the various parties such as Student Rights and the University use to 

substantiate their claims. 

5. The Union will organise training for its staff and officers to receive 

specific training/education on the current islamophobic climate and the effect 

it has on students, as well as organising training for its student groups on 

what risks to bear in mind when booking speakers for their events. 

6. UBU will consult with societies (and faith societies in particular) on its new 

‘external speaker policy’.   

 

Proposed by: Brisoc Members: Sahar Hassan, Seliat Agboola, Taiba Bajar, Khadija Sesay, 

Yusra Hasan, Kayleigh Anne Norman, Aysha Naz  

 

Seconded by: Alessandra Berti, Vice President Welfare and Equality 

 

1) http://www.studentrights.org.uk/about_us 
2) http://www.irr.org.uk/news/far-right-targets-islamic-events/ 

3) http://casualsunited.wordpress.com/2013/01/04/he-reckons-does-he-i-think-

this-retreat-is-gonna-run-into-a-few-problems-edl-casualsunited/ 

4) http://www.reading.ac.uk/news-and-events/releases/PR490014.aspx 

Link to other SU’s who support RSR: 

5) http://realstudentrights.wordpress.com/who-supports-rsr-motions-passed/  
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